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MH1200 Fluid Warming Cabinet
Wall Bracket Fitting Instructions
The wall mounting bracket consists of two parts, a joggled plate which is fitted to the
rear of the cabinet and a strap which is attached to the wall. The cabinet is then
hung from the wall by sliding the bracket behind the strap.
Please ensure that the wall structure and fixing screws are suitable for carrying the
maximum loaded weight of the cabinet, and that no cables, pipes or ducts are
located beneath the surface of the wall immediately behind the cabinet.
Wall Bracket
Mark a horizontal line on the wall at the height required. Using the wall bracket as a
template, mark the positions of the fixing holes onto the line. Drill and fix suitable
wall plugs or similar fittings and then screw the bracket to the wall.
Cabinet Bracket
If your unit does not have a fitted wall mounting bracket on the back, fit as follows.
One the rear face of the cabinet, mark a line 50mm from the top of the casing across
its full width.
Using the joggled bracket as a template, position it centrally on the rear face of the
cabinet and mark through the holes onto the line.
Drill the two holes using a 4mm drill, taking care that the drill protrudes no more than
30mm into the casing as you do so.
Rivet the bracket to the rear of the casing with the raised section pointing down,
using 4mm blind pop rivets of minimum length 8mm.
Fitting the cabinet
Slide the cabinet bracket into the wall bracket, ensuring that it is fully located before
loading the cabinet.
The top of the cabinet should not be used as a shelf when the unit is wall
mounted.
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